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Abstract. A unified theory for the current through a mesoscopic region of interacting electrons connected
to two leads which can be either ferromagnet or superconductor is presented, yielding Meir-Wingreen-type
formulas when applied to specific circumstances. In such a formulation, the requirement of gauge invariance
is satisfied automatically. Moreover, one can judge unambiguously what quantities can be measured in the
transport experiment.

PACS. 72.10.Bg General formulation of transport theory – 73.63.-b Electronic transport in nanoscale
materials and structures – 72.25.-b Spin polarized transport – 74.50.+r Tunneling phenomena; point
contacts, weak links, Josephson effects

Mesoscopic electron transport has received an increasing
attention both theoretically and experimentally in last
decade [1]. In mesoscopic or nanoscale systems the wave
nature of electrons becomes apparent and the transport
process is coherent. The Landauer-Büttiker formula [2],
which encodes the current in the local properties of the
interacting mesoscopic region and the equilibrium distri-
bution functions of the noninteracting electron reservoirs,
enhances our understanding of mesoscopic electron trans-
port and has been applied successful in many fields [3].
In 1992 Meir and Wingreen [4] presented a formulation
for electron transporting through a small confined region
(quantum dot, QD) where the electron-electron interac-
tion is important, and recovered the form of Landauer-
Büttiker formula in the noninteracting case.

Recent advances in nanofabrication and material
growth technologies make it possible to realize various
kinds of hybrid mesoscopic structures [5–12], of which the
building blocks are normal metals (N), ferromagnets (F)
and superconductors (S). It is known that transport in
the presence of a ferromagnet and a superconductor will
be strongly related to the spin polarization of the ferro-
magnet and the Andreev reflection at the boundary of
the superconductor [13,14]. The co-existence of two fer-
romagnets or two superconductors is revealed to display
spin-valve effect [15] or Josephson effect [16]. When an in-
teracting normal metal is connected with bulk ferromag-
net(s) and/or superconductor(s), it is expected that the
interplay among the electron-electron interaction, spin im-
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balance, Andreev reflection would induce more interesting
or even more surprising features in mesoscopic electronic
transport. Previous theoretical investigations on the trans-
port properties of specific mesoscopic hybrid structures,
such as N-QD-S [17], S-QD-S [18], F-QD-F [19], F-QD-
S [20] etc., make some intuitive presumptions and hence
lack mathematical rigidity, which will be discussed below
in detail.

In this paper, we provide a scheme to treat the trans-
port problem in an interacting hybrid mesoscopic struc-
ture in a unified way by using the Keldysh formalism [4,
21]. It is shown that gauge invariance can be satisfied au-
tomatically. It is also shown that what physical quantities
can be measured in experiment.

We start with the Hamiltonian

H = HL + HR + HC + HT , (1)

where HC =
∑

nσ(εnσ − µC)ψ†
dnσψdnσ +

Hint

(
{ψ†

dnσ}, {ψdnσ}
)

is the Hamiltonian for the
central interaction region, HL (HR) for the left (right)
lead can be either the Stoner model [15] characterized by
an exchange magnetization h with polar angle θ or the
BCS Hamiltonian [16] with order parameter ∆ = |∆|eiϕ:
H(F )

γ =
∑

kσ[εγkσ + sign(σ)hγ cos θγf − µγ ]f †
γkσfγkσ +∑

kσ hγ sin θγff
†
γkσfγk

−
σ
, or H(S)

γ =
∑

kσ(εγkσ −
µγ)s†γkσsγkσ +

∑
k

[
∆∗

γs
†
γk↑s

†
γ−k↓ +∆γsγ−k↓sγk↑

]
,

tunneling Hamiltonian can be written as
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Hγ(F )
T =

∑
kn;σ

[
V γf

kn;σf
†
γkσψdnσ + h.c.

]
or Hγ(S)

T =∑
kn;σ

[
V γs

kn;σs
†
γkσψdnσ + h.c.

]
. Here γ = L,R, µγ/C is

the chemical potential of the corresponding part, and
hereafter the notations σ =↑, ↓ and σ = ± are used
interchangeably.

To see the tunneling processes more clearly, and even
more importantly, to facilitate the analysis of the gauge
invariance, and the simplification of the general current
formula (9) to the form of specific systems, we first trans-
form the Stoner and BCS Hamiltonian and the tunneling
Hamiltonian by the following Bogoliubov transformations

fγkσ = cos(θγf/2)ψγfkσ − sgn(σ) sin(θγf/2)ψ
γfk

−
σ
,

e−iϕγ/2sγkσ = cos θγsk′ψγsk′σ + sgn(σ) sin θγsPψ†
γsk′−σ

,

where θγsk′ = arctan[(εγkσ +
√
ε2γkσ +∆2

γ)/(εγkσ −√
ε2γkσ +∆2

γ)]1/2 and P (P†) is the pair destruction (cre-

ation) operator guaranteeing the particle conservation,
transforming a state of a given N particles into that with
(N+2)/(N−2) particles, i.e., P†/P|N〉 = |N+2〉/|N−2〉,
thus make sense the abnormal off-diagonal Green’s func-
tions consists of two creation or destruction particle oper-
ators. One finds that the lead Hamiltonian is diagonalized
after the above Bogoliubov transformations.

In order to treat the ferromagnet and superconductor
on the same footing, we introduce a 4-dimensional Nambu-

spinor space, denoted by Ψα =
(
ψ†

α↑ ψα↓ ψ
†
α↓ ψα↑

)†
and the Green’s function in the Keldysh formal-
ism [21] Gα,β(t1, t2) = i〈TC(Ψα(t1) ⊗ Ψ†

β(t2))〉,
where Tc is the contour-order operator, including
Gr/a

α,β(t1, t2) = ∓iϑ(±t1 ∓ t2)〈{Ψα(t1),Ψ
†
β(t2)}+〉, and

G</>
α,β (t1, t2) = ±i〈Ψ†

β(t2)/Ψα(t1) ⊗ Ψα(t1)/Ψ
†
β(t2)〉.

The tunneling Hamiltonian in such a representation takes
the form

Hγ(F )
T =

∑
kn

(
Ψ†

γfkV
γf
kn(t)Ψdn + h.c.

)
, (2)

Hγ(S)
T =

∑
kn

(
Ψ†

γsk′Vγs
kn(t)Ψdn + h.c.

)
, (3)

where Vγf
kn(t) = Rf ( θγf

2 )Vγf
knP(µγCt), Vγs

kn(t) =
Rs(θγsk′)Vγs

knP(µγCt+ ϕγ

2 ), with µγC = µγ − µC ,

Vγf/s
kn =


V

γf/s
kn 0 0 0
0 −V γf/s∗

kn 0 0
0 0 V

γf/s
kn 0

0 0 0 −V γf/s∗
kn

 ,

and the unitary rotation and phase operators (matrices)
are given by

Rf(x) =

 cosx 0 sinx 0
0 cosx 0 − sinx

− sinx 0 cosx 0
0 sinx 0 cosx

 ,

Rs(x) =

 cosx −P sinx 0 0
P∗ sinx cosx 0 0

0 0 cosx P sinx
0 0 −P∗ sinx cosx

 ,

P(x) =


eix/� 0 0 0

0 e−ix/� 0 0
0 0 eix/� 0
0 0 0 e−ix/�

 .

The chemical potential µγ/C is incorporated into the phase
matrix P and the ferromagnetism and superconductivity
are reflected in the corresponding rotation matrices Rf

and Rs. The tunneling Hamiltonian now represents the ex-
plicit physical processes in the semiconductor model [16]:
an electron of spin σ in the central regime can tunnel into
either the spin σ band or

−
σ band of the ferromagnetic lead,

or tunnel into a spin σ state or condensate into an elec-
tron pair with a hole state of opposite spin being created;
and vice versa. The total probability of the two tunnel-
ing processes into the same lead is cos2 x+ sin2 x = 1. As
shown below, these rotation and phase matrices are very
useful in our analysis of gauge invariance, and even more
importantly, the simplification of the formulas.

The current from the left lead into the interacting re-
gion is [4]

IL(t) = −e〈ṄL〉

=
2e
�

Re
i=1,3∑

nk

(
Vγf/s†

kn (t)G<
γf/sk,dn(t, t)

)
ii

=
2e
�

Re
i=1,3∑
nm

∫ t

−∞
dt1
(
Σr

Lf/s;nm(t, t1)G<
dm,dn(t1, t)

+Σ<
Lf/s;nm(t, t1)Ga

dm,dn(t1, t)
)

ii
, (4)

where the self-energy matrices after converting the sum∑
k into an integral

∫
dεkρ

γf/s
σ/N (εk)(where ρ

γf/s
σ/N is the
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Γγs
x (ε ∓ c) = Γ γs

( xγs(ε − c) − |∆γ |
ε+c

xγs(ε + c)

− |∆γ |
ε−c

xγs(ε − c) xγs(ε + c)

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0

xγs(ε − c)
|∆γ |
ε+c

xγs(ε + c)
|∆γ |
ε−c

xγs(ε − c) xγs(ε + c)

)
,

�γs(ε) = −i
εϑ(|∆γ | − |ε|)√|∆γ |2 − ε2

+
|ε|ϑ(|ε| − |∆γ |)√

ε2 − |∆γ |2
,

Γ γs
mn = 2πργs

N (0)V γf†
km V γf

kn .

spin-dependent/normal density of states of the ferromag-
net/superconductor) are

Σr/a
γf ;mn(t1, t2) = ∓ i

2

∫
dε
2π

e−iε(t1−t2)/�Rf†
(
θγf

2

)
×Γγf

mn(ε∓ µγC)Rf

(
θγf

2

)
, (5)

Σr/a
γs;mn(t1, t2) = ∓ i

2

∫
dε
2π

e−iε(t1−t2)/�P†
(
µγCt1 +

ϕγ

2

)
×Γγs

�/�∗;mn(ε∓ µγC)P
(
µγCt1 +

ϕγ

2

)
, (6)

Σ</>
γf ;nm(t1, t2) = i

∫
dε
2π

e−iε(t1−t2)/�Rf†
(
θγf

2

)
×Γγf

nm (ε∓ µγC)Rf

(
θγf

2

)[
fγ(ε∓ µγC) − 1

2
1 ± 1

2
1
]
, (7)

Σ</>
γs;nm(t1, t2) = i

∫
dε
2π

e−iε(t1−t2)/�P†
(
µγCt1 +

ϕγ

2

)
×Γγs

ρ;nm(ε∓ µγC)
[
fγ(ε∓ µγC) − 1

2
1 ± 1

2
1
]

×P
(
µγCt1 +

ϕγ

2

)
, (8)

with (subscripts mn is omitted in the matrices)

fγ(ε∓ c) =

f(ε− c) 0 0 0
0 f(ε+ c) 0 0
0 0 f(ε− c) 0
0 0 0 f(ε+ c)

 ,

Γγf (ε∓ c) =
Γ γf
↑ (ε− c) 0 0 0

0 Γ γf
↓ (ε+ c) 0 0

0 0 Γ γf
↓ (ε− c) 0

0 0 0 Γ γf
↑ (ε+ c)

 ,

Γ γf
σ;mn(ε) = 2πργf

σ (ε)V γf†
km V γf

kn ,

and (x = �, �∗, ρ)

see equation above

Here f(x) = 1/(1 + ex/kBT ) is the Fermi distribution
function. The quasi-particle density of states of the BCS
superconductor is ργs(ε) = Re{�γs(ε)}.

The current flowing from the right lead IR can be
obtained in a similar way. In the steady transport problem,

the current is uniform if no charge piles up in the central
region, that is, IL = −IR. Symmetrizing equation (4) one
finds

I(t) =
e

�
Re

i=1,3∑ t∫
−∞

dt1Tr
{[

Σr
Lf/s(t, t1)−Σr

Rf/s(t, t1)
]

×G<
d,d(t1, t) +

[
Σ<

Lf/s(t, t1)−Σ<
Rf/s(t, t1)

]
Ga

d,d(t1, t)
}

ii
,

(9)

where the trace is over the level indices in the cen-
tral region. Equation (9) with the self-energy matrices
(5, 6, 7, 8) is the central result of this work, it expresses
the current through an interacting region in terms of the
local properties of such region (Gr,a/<

d,d ) and the equilib-

rium distribution functions (Σr,a/<
γf/s ) of the attached leads,

as in the work of Meir and Wingreen [4]. It can be applied
to many types of hybrid mesoscopic structures even in
the non-equilibrium situation, allowing various kinds of
interactions in the central region. Notice that, the current
is generally time-independent, except the case of two su-
perconducting leads with nonzero bias, and that the full
Green’s functions Gr,a/<

d,d should be evaluated with the
consideration of the tunneling between the interacting re-
gion and the leads. The retarded/advanced Green’s func-
tions Gr,a

d,d can be calculated in several approaches, such
as the equation of motion formalism [22], interpolative
method [23] and the NCA technique [24]. While the lesser
one G<

d,d can be obtained from the Keldysh’s equation
based on Ng’s ansatz [25]. With the help of the unitary
property of the phase operator P, it is not difficult to
find that equation (9) is gauge invariant, namely, I(t) re-
mains unchanged under a global energy shift. When the
bias V = (µL − µR)/e becomes zero, one can readily find
that I(t) = 0 except the case of two superconducting leads
with different superconducting phases, due to the coherent
transport of quasi-particle pairs [26].

In the following, we apply this generalized result equa-
tion (9) to the specific structures we are interested in.
When the two leads are both ferromagnetic, after a phase
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and a rotation transformation, equation (9) reduces to

Ifnf =
ie
2�

i=1,3∑ ∫
dε
2π
Tr
{([

Γ̂Lf (ε∓ eV ) − ΓRf (ε)
]

× Ĝ<
d,d(ε) +

[
Γ̂Lf (ε∓ eV )fL(ε∓ eV )

− ΓRf (ε)fR(ε)
][

Ĝr
d,d(ε) − Ĝa

d,d(ε)
])

ii

}
, (10)

where Γ̂Lf = Rf†( θf

2 )ΓLfRf ( θf

2 ), θf = θLf − θRf , and

Ĝr,a/<
d,d (ε) =

∫
d(t− t′)eiε(t−t′)/�P(µRCt)Rf (

θRf

2
)

×Gr,a/<
d,d (t, t′)Rf†(

θRf

2
)P†(µRCt

′).

One sees that equation (10) is formally the same as the
Meir-Wingree formula [4] in the normal lead case. The
current is time-independent as one might expect, and just
depends on the relative angle θf between two magnetiza-
tion orientations and the bias V , the difference between
the chemical potential of the two leads.

The current through an interaction region with a fer-
romagnetic and a superconducting lead can be derived
similarly

Ifns =
ie
2�

i=1,3∑ ∫
dε
2π

Tr
{([

ΓLf (ε∓ eV ) − ΓRs
ρ (ε)

]
× G

<

d,d(ε) +
[
ΓLf (ε∓ eV )fL(ε∓ eV )

− ΓRs
ρ (ε)fR(ε)

][
G

r

d,d(ε) − G
a

d,d(ε)
])

ii

}
, (11)

in which the full Green’s functions are

G
r,a/<

d,d (ε) =
∫

d(t− t′)eiε(t−t′)/�P
(
µRCt+

ϕR
2

)
×Rf

(
θLf

2

)
Gr,a/<

d,d (t, t′)Rf†
(
θLf

2

)
P†
(
µRCt

′ +
ϕR
2

)
·

The current through a generic hybrid mesoscopic struc-
ture also depends on just the bias V . The dependence on
the magnetization orientation of the ferromagnetic lead
and the phase of the order parameter of the supercon-
ductor lead is absent after the rotation and phase opera-
tions, which are just presumptions in previous investiga-
tions [17–20].

When the two leads are both superconductors, the sit-
uation becomes complicated. However, we still obtain an
elegant formula in this case following the same procedure
as in the above derivation

Isns(t) = − e

�

i=1,3∑ ∫
dε
2π

ImTr
{(1

2
[
Γ̃Ls

� (ε∓ eV ; t)

−ΓRs
� (ε)

]
G̃<

d,d(ε; t) −
[
Γ̃Ls

ρ (ε∓ eV ; t)

fL(ε∓ eV ) − ΓRs
ρ (ε)fR(ε)

]
G̃a

d,d(ε; t)
)

ii

}
, (12)

where

Γ̃Ls
�/ρ(ε∓ eV ; t) = P†

(
eV t+

ϕs

2

)
ΓLs

�/ρ(ε∓ eV )

×P
(
eV t+

ϕs

2

)
,

G̃r,a/<
d,d (ε; t) =

∫
d(t− t′)eiε(t−t′)/�P

(
µRCt+

ϕR
2

)
×Gr,a/<(t, t′)P†

(
µRCt

′ +
ϕR
2

)
,

with ϕs = ϕL − ϕR. Here we have added the time vari-
able t into the full Green’s function G̃r,a/<

d,d (ε; t), other

than Ĝr,a/<
d,d (ε). The reason is that the full Green’s func-

tions Ĝr,a/<
d,d should be calculated in the presence of tun-

neling as well as interactions in the central region. In the
present case, the t-dependence can not be avoided in the
self-energy matrices (6, 8), while it can be removed by
a unitary phase operation in the case of only one su-
perconductor lead. The current through an interacting
mesoscopic region with two superconductor leads, is gen-
erally time dependent, as in the case of weak Josephson
links [16]. However, in the limiting case of zero bias, the
current is a time-independent nonzero quantity, as can be
found from equation (12).

The time-dependence of Ĝr,a/<
d,d arises from the cou-

plings to the voltage biased two superconducting leads.
One can show that Ĝr,a/<

d,d depends only on the single
time variable t at least within perturbative analysis. In
fact the Green’s function Ĝr,a/<

d,d can be expanded in
powers of the fundamental frequency ω0 = 2eV/�, i.e.,
Ĝr,a/<

d,d (ε, t) =
∑

m Ĝr,a/<
d,d (ε, ε + mω0/2)eimω0t/2, which

with the expression for the Green’s function Ĝr,a/<
d,d be-

low equation (12) is exactly the form of the double-energy
transformation [27]. And the current can be generally ex-
pressed as I(t) =

∑
n Ineinω0t.

The ferromagnetic or superconductor lead will be in a
normal state, when the magnetization h or the order pa-
rameter ∆ becomes zero. Such an observation allows us
to study a more broad category of the hybrid structures
using the above formalism. By defining the unitary oper-
ators, we prove rigorously that the relative value between
some quantities, such as chemical potential, magnetization
orientation, and order parameter phase etc. can be mea-
sured. All these quantities can be expressed as the energy-
independent arguments of the exponential functions or the
triangle functions in a unitary matrix, reflecting some kind
of requirement of the symmetrical invariance. As a further
example, we recover all the known formulas obtained in
the absence of interactions [17–20,26]. This proves the va-
lidity and generality of our formalism in other respects.
Taking into consideration the electron-electron interac-
tions, one expect rich physics to show up, especially in
the Kondo regime.

In summary, we have given a unified formula for the
current through an interacting region with either super-
conducting or ferromagnetic leads. The current formula
derived satisfies gauge invariance automatically. Such a
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current formula can be applied to an appreciable class of
hybrid mesoscopic systems, allowing arbitrary interactions
within the central nanoscale region.
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